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Abstract: With the rapid growth in the number of mobile devices and user
connectivity, the demand for higher system capacity and improved qualityof-service is required. As the demand for high-speed wireless communication grows, numerous modulation techniques in the frequency, temporal,
and spatial domains, such as orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM), time division multiple access (TDMA), space division multiple
access (SDMA), and multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), are being
developed. Along with those approaches, electromagnetic waves’ orbital angular momentum (OAM) is attracting attention because it has the potential to
boost the wireless communication capacity. Antenna electromagnetic radiation can be described by a sum of Eigen functions with unique eigenvalues, as
is well known. In order to address such issues, the millimeter-wave (mmWave)
communication is proposed which is considered as one of the potential technology for 5G wireless networks. The intrinsic feature of all electromagnetic
waves is OAM. The OAM beams’ unique qualities have led to a slew of
new uses. Broadband OAM generators, on the other hand, have gotten very
little attention, especially in the mmWave frequency band. The use of OAM
in conjunction with mmWave can reduce the beam power loss, enhance the
received signal quality, and hence increase the system capacity. The transmitter
and receiver antennas must be coaxial and parallel to achieve precise mode
detection. The proposed mmWave integrated with OAM system model is discussed in this study. The channel model is created using the channel transition
characteristics. The simulation results demonstrate that the proposed system
model is a good way to boost the system capacity.
Keywords: Antennas; beamforming; radiation pattern; mmwave; optimization

1 Introduction
With the explosive growth in the number of mobile devices, the demand for spectrum
resources in wireless communications is rapidly increasing. According to Cisco’s annual Internet
forecast in 2017, the global data traffic will exceed 330 trillion terabytes in 2020, of which mobile
devices will account for 73% of the total traffic [1–4]. How to greatly increase the capacity of
the communication system to cope with the demand for traffic growth is imminent. However,
the traditional use of spectrum resources below 3 GHz has become saturated, and the spectrum
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utilization rate has also become saturated [5]. Approaching Shannon’s limit, it is a drop in the
bucket to increase the system capacity only on the existing authorized frequency bands. Therefore,
it is imperative to expand the new spectrum resources. The use of millimeter- wave (mmWave)
frequency band communication can break through the bottleneck of the lack of available spectrum resources and meet the needs of future mobile data services [6–8]. At the same time,
mmWave wireless communication technology has the advantages of extremely wide bandwidth and
easy miniaturization. In addition, the 60 GHz mmWave also has the advantage of not requiring
authorization [9–14]. Therefore, the millimeter-wave wireless communication technology is expected
to become one of the key technologies of 5G communication, especially suitable for high-speed,
large-capacity communication [15,16].
Although the mmWave frequency band provides abundant bandwidth resources, compared
with the traditional frequency band, the ordinary plane electromagnetic wave has a very high
path loss in this frequency band, which seriously affects the system capacity [17–21]. In recent
years, the information carrying ability of electromagnetic waves with orbital angular momentum
(OAM) (also known as vortex electromagnetic waves) exhibited in the mmWave frequency band
due to the vortex shape of the wavefront has attracted more and more attention [22–25]. The
phase function of the OAM is ejlφ , where l is the number of topological charges, which is used
to represent the OAM mode. Theoretically, the number of modes is infinite, which means that
infinite-dimensional Hilbert space can be formed (high-dimensionality). At the same time, the
OAM beams with different modes are orthogonal to each other (orthogonality) [26–34].
Therefore, applying the OAM modal characteristics to wireless communication can theoretically achieve a higher transmission rate. In [35], the authors achieved a total transmission rate
of 32 Gbit/s and a spectrum utilization rate of 16 bits/s/Hz in the 60 GHz mmWave frequency
band under line-of-sight (LoS) conditions. The experimental results show that, performing OAM
multiplexing communication in this frequency band can reduce the power loss during beam propagation, increase the transmission distance, and reduce the size of the transceiver. Reference [36]
proposed a mmWave communication system based on the OAM spatial modulation, which has
greatly improved the energy efficiency as compared with OAM-MIMO system and has better
robustness to mmWave path attenuation.
The OAM mmWaves are distributed in a spiral shape, which makes it impossible to receive
signal energy in the main direction like ordinary plane waves. If it is not received in a specific
direction, a considerable part of the energy cannot be captured by the receiving end [37]. Limited
by the energy radiation characteristics of the OAM wave, the authors in [38] pointed out for
the first time that when the uniform circular array (UCA) at both ends of the transmitter and
receiver is aligned with the concentric coaxial height, the OAM mmWave system can provide
the same performance as the multiple input multiple output (MIMO) system. However, when
there is a slight tilt angle between the transmitting and receiving antenna arrays, it will seriously
affect the accuracy of the receiving end modal detection, and the performance of the OAM
mmWave system will be seriously reduced. In [39], the authors used the channel model of MIMO
to study the channel model and capacity of the OAM mmWave communication system when
the angle is shifted, thus verifying the above results. However, in this model, the UCA’s multiantenna system is used to generate the OAM mmWaves. The analysis process is based on the
traditional MIMO transmission model, which takes into account the path attenuation between
the transmitting and receiving antenna elements, but does not involve multiple OAM mmWave
signals. The establishment and analysis of the transmission model is also not applicable to other
antenna systems that generate the OAM mmWaves. In addition, this method only models the
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channel when the transceiver antennas are coaxial but there is an angular offset. This model is not
suitable for the scenario where the transceiver antennas are parallel and non-coaxial. Therefore,
how to establish a more universal OAM mmWave system channel model has important research
significance.
When the OAM is used for wireless communication transmission, once the channel environment is disturbed, the energy of the OAM mode will be transferred with a certain probability,
and the crosstalk between the modes will occur. Reference [40] used light waves to conduct the
experiments in a wireless environment, and obtained the energy distribution of the transition due
to turbulence. Based on this modal transition characteristic, this paper models the signal at the
receiving end as a superposition of OAM mmWave signals of different paths, and derives the
distribution of modal migration under the lateral axis offset of the transceiver through theoretical
analysis, and models the system channel as multiple discrete memoryless channel model.
The remaining of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 establishes the transmission
model of the OAM mmWave communication system. Section 3 models the channel based on the
modal migration characteristics of the OAM mmWave, and derives the lateral axis offset of the
transmitter and receiver. Section 4 analyzes the simulation results. Finally, the conclusion and
summarizes the full text.
2 System Model
The OAM mmWave system studied in this paper is shown in Fig. 1. It contains multiple
transceiver antenna pairs for generating and receiving different OAM mmWave signals. Each link
transmitting end transmits a single OAM mode, then there are multiple mutually orthogonal OAM
modes in the system, which can increase the system capacity.

Figure 1: Proposed system model
Specifically, when a link is allocated to use mode li , the plane wave that originally carries
information is modulated by the spatial phase of the corresponding parameter to become a vortex
mmWave with |li | topological charges, where the positive and negative of li represent the spin
direction of the beam, we assume that li is a positive integer (clockwise), then the mmWave carrier
signal containing the OAM mode li generated by the transmitter can be expressed as
Φli (r, θ, t) = U li (r, θ)ej(ωs t+ϕs (t))

(1)
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Among them, ωs and ϕs (t) are the frequency and instantaneous phase of the OAM mmWave,
respectively. U li (r, θ) represents the OAM mode li generated by the antenna array, and its
expression is
U li (r, θ) = Rli (r)ejli θ

(2)

where r and θ respectively represent the radius and azimuth angle of the OAM beam in polar
coordinates, and ejli θ is the spatial phase of the OAM mmWave, which causes the vortex phase.
Rli (r) represents the amplitude of the OAM mmWave, where the amplitude of the OAM mmWave
in the Laguerre-Gaussian mode is




 √ li
2
−r2
r 2
|li | 2r
li
exp
(3)
R (r) = c
Lp
w0
w20
w20
where w0 is the zero-order Gaussian waist radius. L(·) is the associated Laguerre polynomial. li

represents the transmitted OAM mode, and p represents the radial mode. c = 2p! /(π(p + |l|)! w20 )
represents the normalization constant, when considering p = 0

 √ li

r 2
−r2
li
R (r) = c
exp
w0
w20

(4)

The OAM mmWave modulated signal carrying data information at the transmitting end is
√
ξi (r, θ, t) = Psi (t)U li (r, θ)ej(ωs t+ϕs (t))
(5)
Among them, P is the transmission power of the system, and si (t) is the modulated signal.
Therefore, the transmitted signal E(r, θ, t) before entering the transmission channel in Fig. 1 can
be regarded as a linear superposition of m-channel OAM mmWave signals
E(r, θ, t) =

m


ξi (r, θ, t)

(6)

i=1

In the OAM mmWave communication system, the signal at the receiving end may be affected
by factors such as atmospheric turbulence, antenna gain, path attenuation, and additive noise. Its
mathematical expression is the convolution of the transmitted signal and the transfer function.
E  (r, θ, t) = E(r, θ, t) ⊗ h(r, θ, d, t) + n(t)

(7)

where d represents the distance between the receiving and sending ends, that is, the path length.
⊗ represents convolution, n(t) represents additive white Gaussian noise in the channel. At the
receiving end, the beams of each mode can be separated only through the corresponding inverse
phase control and spatial filtering, and the mmWave signals containing different OAM modes are
received at the receiving end through different receiving antennas. Using the natural quadrature
characteristics of the OAM beam to demodulate and recover the signal information Si (t) of each
channel, the mathematical expression of the demodulation process is as follows
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Si (t) = Φli (r, θ, t) | E  (r, θ, t)
=

m

i,i =1

si (t)Φli (r, θ, t) | Φli (r, θ, t) ⊗ h(r, θ, d, t) + ni (t).Φli (r, θ, t)

(8)

where ·|· represents the inner product, and ni (t) represents the additive white Gaussian noise of
the i-th subchannel.
3 Channel Modeling and Capacity Analysis
The OAM theoretically has an infinite number of orthogonal states, and we use this feature
to establish multiple sub-channels between the transmitter and receiver for transmission. In the
actual transmission process, additional consideration must be given to the modal transition caused
by atmospheric turbulence and the offset of transmission and reception. Mode transfer means that
during the transmission of OAM modes, the energy of a certain mode may be partly obtained by
the transfer of other modes, and part of its own energy may also leak to other modes. At this
time, although the signals received by the receiving end are still orthogonal to each other, they
have produced varying degrees of distortion. That is to say, the original single-channel sub-channel
transmission carries a single-mode OAM mmWave signal. Due to the influence of modal energy
migration, the mmWave signal detected by the receiving end does not only carry the single-mode
OAM, but with a certain The probability of taking a different modal value, which mistakenly
restores it to a mmWave signal superimposed by multiple modalities. Therefore, in mathematical
expression, the received distorted OAM mmWave signal can be regarded as the superposition of
multiple mutually orthogonal OAM modes


E (r, θ, t) =

m


α li (t)U li (r, θ) + n(t)

(9)

i =1

Among them, α li (t) is the distortion coefficient related to factors such as atmospheric turbulence, transmission and reception offset, antenna gain and path attenuation. This article focuses
on the derivation of the distortion coefficient in the case of the transmission and reception offset.
The modal migration of OAM in the case of lateral offset is shown in Fig. 2. In the case of
no distortion, the signal transmitted by each sub-channel only contains a single OAM mode li ,
that is, the signal receiving and sending ends of the channel use the same mode for transmission
and detection respectively, as shown by the solid arrow in Fig. 2. Once the transverse axis shift
occurs at both ends of the OAM mmWave system, the energy between the modes will migrate, as
shown by the dashed arrow in Fig. 2. Where γii represents the sub-signal between the receiving
and sending modes in the actual transmission.
Channel characteristic coefficient, that is, the channel characteristic coefficient when the mode
of the transmitting end is li and the receiving end is changed to the mode li . At this time, each
signal may become no longer pure, which will cause the accuracy of the receiving end to be greatly
limited. In theory, the distribution of potential interference signals caused by modal transitions
will restrict the upper limit of the capacity of the OAM mmWave communication system. This
makes the channel model of this system different from the traditional wireless fading model. It
is necessary to consider the path attenuation between the transmitting and receiving ends and the
distribution characteristics of the transition mode during offset.
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Figure 2: Illustration of transitions in energy
Assuming that the entire system is in an atmospheric turbulence environment, the transmitter
antenna generates mmWave signals with OAM mode, and the Laguerre Gaussian beam can be
used to characterize the space and phase characteristics of the pure OAM mode mmWave, as
shown in Eq. (3). Fig. 3 shows the geometric model of the transverse axis offset of the antennas
at the receiving and transmitting ends in the Cartesian coordinate system. The coordinate origin
O represents the antenna axis of the transmitting end, and the Z-axis represents the direction in
which the beam axis points when the axis of the receiving end is aligned. The actual position
of the axis of the receiving end is laterally shifted in the O Z direction. Therefore, O O in
Fig. 3 represents the lateral axis offset of the transmitting and receiving ends. x0 and y0 are
the relative displacements of the transmitting and receiving antennas in the x-axis and y-axis
directions, causing crosstalk between OAM modes. In actual transmission, the displacement is a
variable that changes with time t, namely x0 (t) and y0 (t).

Figure 3: Tx-Rx antennas model in the coordinates
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The expression of the transfer function h(x, y, d, t) in this case is as follows
h(x, y, d, t) = B

λ −jkd
e
δ(x − x0 (t), y − y0 (t))
4π d

(10)

where B is the antenna gain coefficient, λ is the wavelength, k2π/λ is the wave number, and δ(·)
is the Dirac function.
In order to show the situation of the transceiver offset more intuitively, a set of polar
coordinate parameters r0 and θ0 are given to indicate the degree of offset between the transceiver
devices, where r0 represents the distance of the lateral axis offset, that is, the length of OO
indicates the offset angle θ0 between the antenna axis of the transmitting and receiving end, and
satisfies x0 = r0 cos θ0 , y0 = r0 sin θ0 . Therefore, the transfer function in Eq. (10) can be converted
to the form in polar coordinates and substituted into Eq. (7), and the OAM mmWave signal at
the receiving end can be obtained as
E  (r, θ, t) = E(r, θ, t) ⊗ B

λ −jkd
e
δ(r cos θ − r0 (t) cos θ0 (t), r sin θ − r0 (t) sin θ0 (t)) + n(t)
4π d

(11)

Combining the above equation with Eq. (9), we can get the power correlation coefficient
(distortion coefficient) between different modes at the receiving end as


2π∞

α (t) = U (r, θ) | E (r, θ, t) =
li 

li 

U li ∗ (r, θ)E  (r, θ, t)rdrdθ

(12)

0 0

This coefficient reflects the distribution characteristics of OAM modal migration. Further
substituting Eqs. (2) and (7) into the integrand function expression in the above formula, the
expression of α li (t) can be obtained
⎧

m
⎪
λ −jkd √ 
⎪
l

⎪
i
e
P
si (t)
U li (r1 , θ1 )U li ∗ (r2 , θ2 )dxdy
α (t) = B
⎪
⎪
⎪
4π d
⎪
⎪
i,i =1
⎪
⎪

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨r1 = (x − x0 (t))2 + (y − y0 (t))2
(13)
⎪
⎪
y
−
y
(t)
0
⎪
⎪θ1 = arc tan
⎪
⎪
x − x0 (t)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
y
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩r2 = x2 + y2 , θ2 = arc tan
x
The channel characteristics are independent of the frequency and instantaneous phase of the
m

modulation signal si (t) and OAM mmWave, that is, α li (t) =
γii (t)si (t)ej(ωs t+ϕs (t)) , the general
i,i =1

expression of the channel characteristic coefficient γii (t) can be obtained

λ −jkd √
γii (t) = B
P
U li (r1 , θ1 )U li ∗ (r2 , θ2 )dxdy
e
4π d

(14)
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In the same way, substituting Eq. (2) into the integrand in the above formula, the specific
mathematical expression can be obtained
 √ li +li
√
3r2
0
−
Bw20 Γ (lj + 1)λe−jkd Pc2
2
4w2
0 ej(li −li )θ0
e
γii =
4dr0
w0
li


Clni (−r0 )li −n (j)li −n+1

n=0

M li +n+1
2
w20

,
2
li +n+1
2

li −n
2

−r20
2w20

(15)

Γ (li − n + 1)

where Jv (·) is a Bessel function of order v, Γ (·) is a gamma function, Mλ,μ (·) is a Whittaker
function, and Clni represents a combination of n elements from 0 to li different elements. Then,
the modulated signal carried on the mmWave signal with the OAM mode of li received by the
m

receiving end is Si (t) =
γii (t)si (t) + ni (t). Among them, the channel characteristic coefficient γii
i=1

constitutes the channel transmission matrix H, which is expressed as follows
⎤
⎡
γ11 (t) γ21 (t) · · · γm1 (t)
⎥
⎢
⎢γ12 (t) γ22 (t) · · · γm2 (t) ⎥
⎥
⎢
H = ⎢.
⎥
..
..
..
⎥
⎢..
.
.
.
⎦
⎣
γ1m (t) γ2m (t) · · · γmm (t)

(16)

In order to derive the capacity of the OAM mmWave communication system, firstly, the channel matrix needs to be subjected to singular value decomposition (SVD). The specific expression
is as follows
H = ULV H

(17)

Both
and V are
matrices of order m × m, L is a diagonal matrix

√ U √
√ unitary
√ and√ L =
λ1 ,
λ2 , . . . , λr , the order of the elements of the diagonal matrix is λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥
diag
√
√
. . . ≥ λr permutation, where λi (i = 1, 2, . . . , r) is the singular value of the channel matrix
H, r = rank(H).
In the previous part, we established a system model with m OAM modes at both the receiving
and transmitting ends, so the final channel transmission matrix order is m × m. Assuming that the
transmit power of each link is equal, the total channel capacity of the OAM mmWave system is
the sum of the capacities of the sub-channels, and its expression is as follows
C=

m

i=1

log2 1 +

λi P i
σn2

(18)
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4 Simulation Results
The numerical results of the channel capacity of the OAM system under the given parameters
are given below. In the simulation, it is assumed that the transmitting end power P = 1W, and the
power is allocated to each sub-channel in an evenly distributed manner, that is, the power of each
channel is equal. Other default simulation parameter settings are as follows: Carrier frequency
f = 60 GHz, antenna gain coefficient B = 105 , zero-order Gaussian waist radius w0 = 0.001 m, the
distance between the transmitting antenna and the receiving antenna is 30 m, and the bandwidth
is 20 MHz.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: Comparison of power distribution (a) r = 1 mm, l = 3 (b) r = 5 mm, l = 3 (c) r =
1 mm, l = 8
As mentioned above, the physical meaning of the channel characteristic coefficient γii in
Eq. (15) is the amount of power transfer from mode li (transmitting end) to mode li (receiving
end). Therefore, combining the matrix distribution in Eq. (16), take all the elements of a column
and take the modulus respectively, that is, the power of the initial mode corresponding to the
column to be transferred to the other modes is obtained by the residual power value carried
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by itself, and after the normalization of the calculation results. Fig. 4 shows the OAM modal
power distribution. The simulation results show that when different initial transmission modes are
interfered by lateral axis offsets at different distances, different energy transfers will occur between
OAM modes. Figs. 4a to 4c shows that, when the same initial transmission mode is selected, due
to the existence of the lateral axis offset, the OAM beam with l = 0 will have a beam emission
effect during the transmission process. The mmWave signal beam energy of the carried mode will
leak into the neighboring and the energy of the mode is higher than that of the non-adjacent
modes, which means that the probability of transition and crosstalk between adjacent modes is
the highest. The greater the offset distance, the more severe the energy leakage between the modes,
and the error of the modal detection at the receiving end will also increase sharply. In addition, it
can be found that, when the initial transmission mode is large, the energy leakage to other modes
is greater, and the probability of detecting the original mode at the receiving end will decrease,
indicating that the ability to resist the lateral axis deviation is poor. This is because the divergence
angle of the OAM beam increases as the value of l becomes larger, that is, the divergence becomes
stronger and stronger. Therefore, between different modes of the mode group with larger l, the
mode will occur due to the lateral offset. The transfer probability of the state energy will inevitably
be higher, which will cause the energy leakage of its modal to be more serious.
Fig. 5 shows the curve of the capacity of the traditional MIMO mmWave system and the
OAM mmWave system as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) under the ideal channel.
We can see that the capacity of the two systems increases with the increase of the signal-to-noise
ratio. At the same time, under the same SNR, the capacity of a 4-mode OAM mmWave communication system is greater than that of a 4 × 4 MIMO (the number of transmitting antennas
and receiving antennas are 4). The capacity of a 2-mode OAM mmWave communication system
is greater than that of a 2 × 2 MIMO mmWave communication system. From this result, it can
be seen that the performance of OM mmWave communication in terms of system transmission
rate is better than the traditional MIMO mmWave system.

Figure 5: Capacity comparison of the proposed and existing algorithms
Fig. 6 shows the relationship between the system capacity and the transmission SNR for a
given number of different modes. The selected 8-mode group is {l = 1, 2,. . ., 8}, and the 4-mode
group is {l = 1, 2,. . ., 4}. It can be seen that for different modal numbers, the system capacity
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increases with the increase of the SNR, and the greater the number of modalities, the larger the
system capacity. Set the offset distance to 1 mm. At this time, due to the transition and crosstalk
between modes, the system capacity is significantly reduced. For example, when there is an offset,
the system capacity of the 8-mode system is about 8.2 bits/s/Hz with a 15 dB SNR. This value
is even smaller than the system capacity (about 12.6 bit/s/Hz) of the 4-mode system with the
same SNR and no offset. Therefore, the lateral axis offset of the antennas at the receiving and
transmitting ends will significantly reduce the performance of the OAM mmWave system. The
alignment of the OAM mmWave transmission and reception is a problem that cannot be ignored.

Figure 6: Capacity comparison in the on and off-axis alignment
Fig. 7 specifically depicts the specific relationship between the system capacity and the lateral
offset distance under different number of modes. The given transmission SNR is 30 dB, and the
selected 8-mode groups are {l = 1, 2 ,. . ., 8}, 4 modal group is {l = 1, 2, 3, 4}, and the 2 modal
group is {l = 1, 2}. It can be found that with the increase of the lateral offset distance of the
transmitting and receiving end, the probability of energy leakage between modes increases due to
the modal migration, so the system capacity shows a significant decline trend. Taking the 8-mode
as an example, when the lateral offset is 1 mm, the system capacity is about 24 bit/s/Hz, but when
the lateral offset is increased to 5 mm, the capacity drops sharply to about 10 bit/s/Hz. It can be
seen that the OAM is very sensitive to the lateral offset, and the existence of the lateral offset
severely limits the performance of the OAM mmWave system. At the same time, when the offset
reaches a certain distance, the system capacity will no longer decrease. This means that when the
offset between the receiving and sending ends exceeds a certain limit, the interference distribution
between modes will tend to a steady state, and the system capacity will no longer decrease. It is
worth mentioning that when the offset distance is greater than 3 mm, the system capacity of the
8-mode and the 4-mode are both smaller than the system capacity of the 2-mode. This shows that
the larger the number of modes, the more obvious the system performance will decrease as the
offset distance increases. As there are more modes, the probability of modal migration is greater,
and crosstalk between modes is more likely to occur.
Figs. 8 and 9 shows the relationship curve between the combination selection method of
different modes and the system capacity. From the perspective of the system capacity, the power
distribution of the OAM mode and the initial transmission mode and offset given in Fig. 4 are
verified. Take the 4-mode group as an example, the given offset distance is 1 mm. In Fig. 8,
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three different OAM modal combination schemes are specifically considered with different mode
intervals l respectively. The modal groups are {l = 1, 2, 3, 4}, {l = 1, 3, 5, 7}, {l = 1, 4, 7, 10},
and the corresponding modal interval is l = 1, 2, 3. From the simulation results, it can be found
that under the same offset distance, the greater the modal interval, the lower the probability of
energy leakage between modals, so the possibility of crosstalk between modals is reduced, and the
system capacity is also greater.

Figure 7: Comparison of capacity and offset distance for fixed SNR

Figure 8: Capacity comparison against different modal intervals (Δl = 1, 2, 3)
Fig. 9 depicts the relationship curve between different modal groups and system capacity when
the modal interval is constant. Given the modal interval l = 1, the selected different modal
groups {l = 1, 2, 3, 4}, {l = 5, 6, 7, 8}, {l = 9, 10, 11, 12}. It can be seen that, under the same
offset distance, when the value of l is larger, the divergence of the OAM beam is stronger, and
the energy transfer between modes is more serious at this time, so the system capacity is relatively
small.
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Figure 9: Capacity comparison with single modal interval
In summary, it is concluded that, the proposed method provides a feasible solution to solve
the beamforming alignment problem with effective analysis and results. The results show that, the
proposed technique provides improved results as compared with existing works which makes it a
better candidate to be deployed in mmWave OAM environment.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, an OAM mmWave communication system is established, and for the situation
that the antennas at both ends of the transceiver have a lateral axis offset when transmitting
signals, combined with the modal migration characteristics of the OAM mmWave, the system
is modeled and the theory is derived. The modal power distribution under the offset constructs
the system channel transmission matrix. Based on the matrix, the system capacity is analyzed.
The experimental simulation results show that the system capacity shows a downward trend as
the offset distance increases, and eventually stabilize. The larger the number of modes, the more
obvious the downward trend of system capacity. In addition, when transmitting and receiving
offsets, when the system selects a modal group with a smaller modal value and a modal group
with a larger modal interval, the system capacity is larger, that is, it is less affected by the offset
at this time. This provides a feasible idea for improving the system capacity in the offset scenario.
At the same time, future research work can also focus on the design of the axis offset calibration
scheme to further optimize the system performance.
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